
We are accelerating to the end f • has characteristically been at· ~ our academic year, which not that we can't use the 7me o melancholy for us. It's what we had hoped to do a::c:~~o~, but that we thin.k back over about what we did d~ and shoul~ ~tt. BWe don't dare to think future, better even to mak n • etter to look to the waste in regret. e some hopeful predictions than to 

_one thing is clear: d • cu 1 . rastic changes in the structure of rricu um and, as well, in the preparation the of us. By the first, we don't . of teachers lie ahead favor of anything from tod ~eanhdropping good old books in movement in that directio ay 'Wt oug t~ere certainly is .a strong traditional Unit of stud n. e m7an, instead, rearranging the or terms, preferably ele~t~ystem into more mobile blocks or mods senior high school ~1u h ve, open to all three years of the b t • c more fun for the t h e ter sense for the student. eac er, and much 

And we mean shaping our share produces some observable effects ~eth7 cu:riculum so that it knowledge that education i . h. time is now that we ackeeps the kids off the str!e~~t~~ ~u!orm of baby sitting that a force to direct the future of the job market or towards rational judgments voters of o~r troubled coun~ry from dissent. Knowledgeabie A:ay from violence, but never away deserves respect, critical wha ou~ orthodoxy, respectful where it for example to see an 1 _ere it deserves change. We'd like h" h ' e ective course in th. B"b • ig schools, as a part of th h' e i le taught in the culture. A group withi th e istory and the literature of our North High Schoot is wonk" estate, headed by Roland DeLapp of ring towards this end. 

. We'd like, also, to see an el • • written and spoken with ective course in Composition focused on articul~te d' a compone~t ~n the subject of falla~ies, issent,conv1ncing consent. 

"Observable behavior " 11 f the terms that have the • per o:mance criteria": these are future. Much as we may ~:e~~~st significance for our teaching zation or oversimplific t7s 1 e anything that smacks of mechani-b. . a ion, we can still t o J ecti ves and our teaching te h . ry to sharpen our c niques from lessons learned from 
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the chief text ~f education~l behavioral objectives: The TaxnomY ~ Educational ObJect1ves (I: Cognitive Domain; II: Affec~Domain; edited by Benjamin Bloom; pub. by David McKay Co. , 
inc- J • 

Agreed that we must steer clear of jargon and ritualism, we ought nonetheless to test for whatever promises to help us in our · field of English and whatever should be discarded. Better to do it for ourselves than to have others impose it on us. We are planning to include an article on the subject of behavioral objectives in a forthcoming issue of the Minnesota English Jour-
nal, ----- Talk: Write, talk back. We tried a modified form of - Robert Zoellner' s tape-re corder technique (See C E, J ant1ary 1969, and~~~' vol. V, no. 2, et al.) with twoFreshman composition classes this year, in so informal a way that the word "experimental, 11 glamorous though it is, must be denied us. we asked each cl ass to write on an assigned subject, after the usual preliminary exploratory discussion, in order to get an idea of the quality of each student's writing as it had developed out of traditional. forms of instruction. Then we gave to all our students cassette tape recorders and a supply of tapes and asked them to talk their next themes, play back the tapes, and write out what they chose for the final version (before the usual revisions, that is). Then we collected the tapes from those students who were willing to let us have them (and not all were) and listened to them in conjunction with the written versions. What we observed: the talk rambled, stopped and started, picked up momentum, flagged, grew bawdy or angry. The written versions were more· stilted, better organized. • They 
sounded careful. Not surprising. 

But this is not the whole story. We are·-ffot rejecting the method by any means. As the last step, we asked each student to write us a note about his reactions to the tape-record1ng technique. The reactions ranged from regret that it had not \ been available in the early formative years, to enthusiasm about its liberating effects, to indifference, to open hos ti li ty. Some welcomed the recorder as an aid to memory, to recalling •• tangents that could be redirected in the written form; some suspected it as an enticement to vain verbal posturings; some valued it as a disciplinary measure that forced them to think; , some liked the chance to develop the skill of·talking to some purpose; some thought that students should exchange tapes amongst themselves as stimuli to their own reflections before their ideas became locked into place. The chief objections were to the inhibiting effects of the machine, effects which would probably be reduced with continuing use, and to the time-wasting of expressed talk on the part of those who already felt themselves to be competent silent thinkers. A third, interesting objection to the "dimensional" limitations of the 
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m~chine ca~e from students who liked to work rhythmically· or 

visually with sentence structure and who needed a panoramic • 

rather than the linear chronological sequence of the record view . er. 

~11 in al~, we think the advantages of "Talk: Write 11 • 

outweigh the disadvantages. We'd like to see the technique 
1• · d • . used 

ear ier in e ucational life and become optional later. Even 

though we' re held accountable for two lost reco~ders .. 

Summer Calendar: 

Ma ,"Reading in ~he ?O's" Conference, June 22-26, at Saint 

ry :o;i;~~:e in Wtona: ?irected by B:other Leonard Courtney. 

ature, July 6-17 ~~g~~!~~:.a~d Rhetorical Analysis of Liter-

Lorraine F. Cecii. i Ji tate College. Directed by 

Second Annual Upper Midwest w · , 
t B • d.. ri t~r s Conference, July 20- 31 , 

~yce:~~-Ji State College. Write to Bill Elliott or Ronald 
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~OCllS 

appRoach€s to compos1t1on: 

n€W-BORn an<) R€0€W€b 

Mr. Bacig's "A Humane Rational For Composition" and 

/.lr, Larmouth's "Models in Remedial English: an lntermin Report" 

are planned as complementary articles. The writers have team

taught a course in remedial composition and have co-operated in . 

~writing the articles. Neither feels that the different approaches 

illustrated by the articles are sufficient in themselves. An 

effective composition program, like effective writing, will 

balance the demands of freedom and discipline. In addition, 

the writers feel that effective writing programs demand a care

ful analysis of the various tasks involved in the composing 

t'process. Such an analysis suggests that we may need to use 

, radically different techniques to help students achieve freedom 

of expression and technical competence. The articles, then, are 

an attympt to suggest some strategies for helping students to 
1 write, speak and think imaginatively and skillfully. 

( 

A Humane Rationale for Composition 
by TOM BACIG 

University of Minnesota, Duluth 

ln my first year of teaching I told my class of high 

school seniors that while I would justify most o_f what I taught 
1 on "shaky" humanistic grounds, I could with equanimity claim 

that what I taught them about writing would be useful, would 

help them to achieve success in college, or would make them 

better equipped to survive in the busines~ jun.gle. At this 

I moment I can only attribute my arrogance at that moment to a 

~view of the arena of discourse no wider than the Freshmen 

English course and the col!ege paper, and a naive faith in the 

efficacy of teaching a paragraph rhetoric.·· That same naivete 

produced a three. week wri tin~ oni t, taught simultaneously to 

three sections of senior English, requiring students to write 

( a paragraph a day and the teacher to read 75 paragraphs a day. 
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